In this paper, we mainly study the method of estimating the opponent's behavior in the confrontation environment. Firstly, the method of estimating the motion state of the other agent is studied. Then, the state estimation algorithm is designed, and weighted average filter is used to improve the state estimation of moving targets. Finally, the effectiveness of the algorithm is proved by experiments. Emphasizes the importance of intelligent learning.
Introduction
In the process of intelligent confrontation, if the exact state and trend of the two sides are obtained in time, the agent can make a reasonable decision.The motion shape and the tendency of the agent can be obtained by external sensors. The state of motion between our agents is achieved by synchronous message transmission, and the motion state information of the target is obtained by motion estimation technique. In this paper, we mainly study the method of estimating the opponent's behavior in the confrontation environment [1] , [2] .
Algorithm Research
Suppose that the sensor transmission time is tk. The last moment sensor action is tk-1. At the moment, the position of the target is Xk, and the position of the last moment is Xk-1. In principle, the current velocity Vk of the target can be approximated by the following formula :
The time difference between the front and back images of the sensor is usually very small, so the formula (1) can be used to estimate the current velocity of the body.
The main factors that influence the motion estimation of the visual object are [3] :
1) under the state of confrontation, our agents and opponents are in constant motion; 2) we need to obtain the motion parameters of the target relative to the global absolute coordinate system; the target imaging is biased, and the resolution of the transmitted image is limited. For example, usually, even if our agent and rival target in a stationary state, the target image obtained at different times will be different, and this difference corresponding to the physical location of the target's estimated difference can be large (tens of meters to hundreds of meters).
According to the formula (1), it is necessary to obtain the change of the position of the target in the coordinate system in order to estimate the behavior of the target object.
The absolute coordinates of the target are calculated as follows: The first step is to calculate the coordinates of the object in the local coordinate system; The second step: use the filtering method to deal with this coordinate value; The third step: convert the self positioning information into absolute coordinates. The practice shows that the odometer information is accurate and reliable in a short time interval. Therefore, we use the following methods to estimate the absolute coordinates of the target system:
The absolute position coordinates of the target on the first moment image I1 are X1, which is calculated by the numerical value of the actual self positioning L1. Adjacent to another moment image is I2, which corresponds to the absolute coordinates of the target position value is X2, this value is obtained by the L2 conversion, L2 is calculated from the number of intelligent self positioning. The calculation method of L2 is shown in formula (2) .
In the formula (2), a is the odometer value obtained by the conversion, which is in the absolute coordinate and in the interval between the two frames. The initial motion estimation procedure for visual objects is as follows:
The first step is to obtain the self localization data L1, which is generated by the current frame sensor image, and calculate the absolute coordinate position of the target object X1;
The second step: check the self positioning information, and adjust it, so that the self positioning data as accurately as possible within the allowable error range;
The third step: query Tk, the value of the current frame image time. The time difference of the previous frame image is calculated: The sixth step: when the adjacent frame image appears, the agent can calculate the difference of the data from the self positioning data domain, so as to calculate the absolute coordinates X2 of the target when the adjacent frame image appears;
The seventh step: check the absolute coordinate position X2 of the target object, so that the self positioning data tend to be accurate within the allowable error range; The eighth step: the initial motion estimation of the target is obtained by calculating the formula (3).
Since the initial estimation value of the visual object contains random noise, it is necessary to improve the performance of motion estimation.
The filter is mainly based on two aspects:
The time series of motion estimation of the opponent's target object obtained by the agent itself；
The current estimated value of the "mate". The process of object motion estimation: The first step is to deal with the two adjacent frames and obtain the initial object motion estimation; The second step: filtering noise; The third step: smoothing filter (with the target object motion estimation method).
Research on Weighted Filtering
As a matter of fact, the target object is always kept the same behavior state in a short period of time due to the inertia and the granularity of the decision making. In other words, the state change of target behavior is limited. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the error range of motion estimation by using the weighted average of the recent motion estimation [4] , [5] .
We assume that the visual image is obtained using the formula (4). The estimated value of the initial motion of an object is Vk. The estimated value of the initial motion of the object is Vk-1, N, Vk-2,... , Vk-N. At the present time, the estimated value of the motion state of the target is approximately as follows: Assuming that at the current moment, the actual state of a target object is
The deviation between the estimated value and the actual value is 1 ,,
. These deviations have the same probability distribution, and their mathematical expectation is 0. By the formula (5) can be obtained for the deviation of the estimated value of motion:
In the case of
, the formula can be simplified as:
From the theory of probability and statistics, the solution of the , which is 0. However, in reality, the goal will often change their behavior, such as sudden acceleration or deceleration. But in a short period of time, agents tend to maintain a behavior. So this assumption is effective only in a short period of time. Therefore, we can not choose too large weighted average number N.
Multi agent weighted filtering can reduce the deviation of motion estimation of visual objects (from the perspective of probability and statistics). Assuming that the estimated value of the behavior of other agents received by an agent is 12 , ,..., N V V V , the agent can use the weighted average method (formula 7) to further adjust the movement behavior of the target object estimation V. ,
From the point of view of probability and statistics theory, formally, when i w = 1 N , the mathematical expectation of random variables in the upper form is the same. Therefore, it is considered that formula (7) is effective in improving the behavior of target objects.
Experimental and Analysis
Suppose we have two agents, A1 and A2, who travel at the same height (12km) and speed (300m/s). The opposing party has a stationary target on the ground. By using the above algorithm, we can estimate the moving speed of the target by our two agents.
The experimental results are shown in figure 1 . Among them, the horizontal and vertical coordinates are expressed by the speed of X and Y. The horizontal and vertical coordinates of the figure (a) and figure (b) are m/s.
From the experimental results of Figure 1 we can see that our two agents to estimate the opponent's static state of the target, the state estimate is approximately V=0 (m/s), that is the actual value of the object.However, it can be seen that the estimated error is relatively large. This requires a more accurate method to estimate and predict. You can imagine that if all agents in our opponents together to estimate the target, and on the basis of the "learning", to strengthen the multi-agent experience, then estimate and forecast accuracy will be greatly improved. 
Conclusion
One of the most important tasks of the confrontation is to seek a way of making decisions in the case of the current confrontation environment, and thus get an effective strategy to cope with the current situation.
In this paper, the method of estimating the motion state of the other agent is studied. The state estimation algorithm is designed, and weighted average filter is used to improve the state estimation of moving targets. Finally, the effectiveness of the algorithm is proved by experiments. Emphasizes the importance of intelligent learning.
